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Abstract
Complexity is prevalent both in natural and in human-made systems,
yet is not well understood quantitatively. Qualitatively, complexity describes a phe-
nomena in which a system composed of individual pieces, each having simple inter-
actions with one another, results in interesting bulk properties that would otherwise
not exist. One example of a complex biological system is the bird flock, in partic-
ular, a starling murmuration. Starlings are known to move in the direction of their
neighbors and avoid collisions with fellow starlings, but as a result of these simple
movement choices, the flock as a whole tends to exhibit fluid-like movements and form
interesting structures. To understand complexity, we chose fly swarms as the system
to model. To do this, we utilized stochastic modeling to simulate the movements of
individuals, giving them different guiding rules based on both laboratory observation
and other models to best produce a realistic model. We hope to compare values of
key properties both with other research groups, as well as under varying conditions
within our model to find if there is a property that can qualitatively describe if the
system is complex or not.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A system is considered complex if an unexpected property of the system arises
from the simple interactions of the individuals that compose the system. This un-
expected property is called an emergent property. While it is accepted that these
features define a complex system, no widely accepted quantitative definition for a
complex system exists1. We hope to probe possible quantitative definitions of com-
plexity via studying computationally simulated fly swarms.
Consider a system of thermodynamic particles close to a phase change. Each
particle moving on its own, with its own momenta, while exerting a Van Der Waals
force on the others. Raising the temperature, for instance, forces the particles to feel
a change in their own momenta. At some temperature, the system as a whole changes
drastically, changing the basic properties of what it is. There are many systems that
meet the criteria set forth for a complex system, from the stock market to galaxy
formations, as well as many biological systems including bird flocks1, fish schools1,
the growth of plant roots2, and, of course, insect swarms1,3,4,5,6,7,8.
Flies that are swarming are doing so for their biological purpose of mating.
This means that they cannot drift off from one another and must have some cohesive-
ness as a whole, but each individual is clearly making a movement choice of its own.
What governs these movement choices is not readily apparent, and our models in-
clude several different possible options. The flies’ simple interactions with each other
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and/or the swarm as a whole contribute to a greater cohesiveness of the swarm. This
cohesiveness is the emergent property that improves circumstances for their biological
purpose, such as mating. Literature on the complex nature of swarms fails to give
a well-defined indicator to determine whether or not the groups of flies are actually
swarming. Thus the primary goal for our project is to better define swarming and
find a quantitative way to distinguish between swarming and non-swarming states of
flies. Various research groups are studying the dynamics of flies in the lab1,4, with
which we compare our data to make sure our model realistically reflects the complex
nature of the system.
We chose fly swarms because, of the many complex systems, we hoped that
it would be easiest to model. However, the hope is that that if we can make a model
to accurately represent fly swarms, and use that model to understand what is special
about them, we could apply the properties of our model to other complex systems.
This would allow us to see similarities between diverse complex systems as well as
unique aspects. The overall goal of this project is thus to understand complexity as
a whole, and fly swarm models are tools to get us there.
1.1 Deterministic vs Stochastic Models
Deterministic systems are systems in which outcomes are dependent on the
initial conditions of the system. Most problems in classical mechanics involve these
situations; consider, for example, projectile motion. Changing the angle the object
is fired has a notable change in the final position, but firing many times with a
constant angle always results in the same final position. In contrast, stochastic models
are described using a randomness factor as the basis for the movements. In this
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case, the same exact conditions can yield vastly different results. While there is a
strong understanding of deterministic systems, complex systems require a stochastic
approach, as the amount of initial conditions make deterministic models difficult
to utilize. Instead, stochastic models account for the biological movement choices7
allowing for reasonable models of these systems.
A common misconception is to confuse complex systems with chaotic systems.
While chaotic systems do exhibit behaviors that can sometimes appear complex,
they are still deterministic. Final states from chaotic systems depend on the initial
conditions but are much more sensitive to them, in the sense of drastically different
outcomes arising from very small changes in initial conditions.
1.2 Complex Systems
Complex systems, despite being prevalent throughout the universe, are not
very well understood quantitatively. Complex systems are generally accepted to be a
system that is
• Composed of many individuals
• Composed of individuals with simple interactions with one another
• A system in which there is an unexpected emergent property which arises as a
result of simple interactions among individuals,
The key point is that there is an emergent property as a result of the individ-
uals interacting. This property is often greater than the sum of its parts since it tends
to be some large-scale property while the individual interactions are fairly simplistic.
The emergent property is almost always unexpected, in the sense that the individual
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interactions do not hint at what the emergent property is. Therefore, given the first
two points, one would not be able to deduce the property.
1.2.1 Self-Organized Criticality and Critical States
Complex systems have often been looked at through the scope of what is
called self-organized criticality. This idea, used in the study of statistical mechanics
and in complex systems that without external influence, states that some systems
organize themselves to reach a critical state on their own. Swarms could undergo
self organization, since in many ways, fly swarms behave like a system of particles in
statistical mechanics.4,9 While our model does not probe into the workings of the self
organization, we are looking keenly for a critical state in which the system changes
between being in a swarm state and a non-swarm state by watching for emergent
properties.
1.2.2 Fly Swarms
To study complexity, we are modeling a fly swarm in Matlab stochastically,
using different model variations based on observations and theories on fly swarm
behavior. Each variation is built upon a base code of N random walkers on lattice
points which cannot occupy the same location. A random walker is a point whose
movement is completely random.
2. MODELS
2.1 Modeling the System
To simulate the behavior of a system of flies, we started with a random walker
model, known as the base model. The flies move completely randomly, with the one
caveat that they cannot occupy the same space on the lattice. The base model is used
to represent a system of flies that have minimal interactions with one another, which
we expect to be a non-swarm state. As illustrated in figure 2.1, we first initialize
an array that is N × 3, where N is the number of flies, to get the three-dimensional
position of each fly. The code chooses random locations for the flies to start. Each
time step, every fly is chosen, in random order, to move, and the flies will select any
move at random as long as that position is not already occupied.
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Fig. 2.1: Generalized flowchart of the model.In the base model, any potential move is equally
likely to be selected while other models weight potential moves based on rules
explained in the text
Regardless of which model we are using, they all follow the same algorithm
shown in Figure 2.1.
2.2 Our Models
2.2.1 Global Center of Mass Model
The idea that the flies are drawn to the center of mass of the swarm is proposed
by Gorbonos et al., who suggests that midges interact with one another via long-range
acoustic stimuli, primarily produced by the flap of each others’ wings5. This could
imply a global movement choice, in which the fly moves together with the center of
mass of the swarm, as opposed to simply following its neighbors. The global center
of mass model is simple to weight; we check all possible moves and then measure
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their distance from the center of mass. We can then create a new array of these
values, normalize them by dividing by the greatest value, multiply it by an array of
random numbers ranging from 0 to 1 (which is used as the sole determination for
base case movement), and then select the smallest of the array. This results in a
movement choice with a weight towards the center of mass while still maintaining the
probabilistic nature of the flies, to prevent the system from being deterministic. This
weighting applies to the last step in figure 2.1, where we select the move.
2.2.2 Local Center of Mass Model
Wang et al. suggested that sudden move choices cascade through the swarm,
possibly hinting at the flies being strongly influenced by their nearest neighbors, as
opposed to being only affected by the center of mass of the whole collection of flies.8
The local center of mass model attempts to reflect this behavior. It is similar to the
global center of mass model, but instead of using distance from the global center of
mass, it scans a certain distance around each fly and creates a center of mass based on
the location of flies within that range. Flies with more neighbors, a higher degree,10,
are more heavily weighted than a fly on its own. This then gives us a weighting
towards the majority of the other nearby flies each time step. Varying the local range
of the flies is interesting, and results in different outcomes. As Rl → ∞, this model
becomes identical to the global center of mass model.
2.2.3 Global Center of Mass-Velocity Following Model
Flies tend to want to stay with the swarm, so when there is a shift, we expect
that the flies on the outside shift as well. By checking how the system moved in
the previous time step, we calculate the direction of motion via average velocity
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measurements. Each fly has a greater chance of selecting the move most parallel to
the system’s previous directional vector. The global center of mass-velocity following
model puts an additional, arbitrarily set weight on the move that best aligns with
the previous center of mass shift.
2.2.4 Local Velocity Following Model
Similar to the local center of mass model, the local velocity following model
considers the idea that the flies are more interested in the motion of their neighbors,
as opposed to responding to the average location of the whole swarm. This model
takes the idea that the flies move in line with the others, but instead of considering
the shift in the swarm’s center of mass, it checks the neighbors. This model simply
looks at the position of flies in the previous time step. If there was a fly near the
current fly that moved, it will weight the move for the current fly to follow it. To do
this, we scan around the fly which is going to move and look at the locations it can
move, if a fly was there in the previous time step, the fly will much more likely move
along the path which puts it in line with its neighbor’s motion. This model tends
to strengthen the swarming behavior of the other models, as it causes flies to follow
each other’s motion more often.
2.2.5 Gravity
Laboratory experiments have shown that fly swarms are elongated in the
vertical direction, which is attributed to gravity.1,3 The influence of gravity can be
added to any of the above models by increasing the likelihood of the flies to choose
a movement that is along the z-axis. To add gravity to another model, for example,
Global Center of Mass and Gravity, each have an array of move choices with certain
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probabilities and multiplying them together gives an array of new probabilities for
each move choice.
2.2.6 Combining Models
Any combination of models can be achieved following the same approach as
is used when adding gravity to a model. As an example of movement selection, con-
sider a situation in which the center of mass is at the origin and a particular fly
has three movement choices: m1 =< 1, 0, 0 >, m2 =< 0, 2, 0 >, m3 =< 0, 0, 3 >.
Then the distances from the center of mass are 1,2, and 3 respectively, so the nor-
malized movement choice vector for global center of mass is < 1
3
, 2
3
, 1 >. Applying a
randomness Rn(n = 1, 2, 3) to each component, where Rn ranges from 0 to 1, pro-
duces the stochastic nature of the models. The total movement choice array would be
< R1
3
, 2R2
3
, R3 >. Then adding a third model would be accomplished by multiplying
the movement choice vector for that model’s rules to our preexisting vector. To select
the move, we pick the minimum of the vector. (a stronger weight is thus a smaller
number)
M = min(< R1
(1
3
)
, R2
(2
3
)
, R3
(
1
)
>) (2.2.1)
This example demonstrates that the move closest to the center of mass has
a higher probability to be selected, but the factor of Rn makes the result non-
deterministic. In order to add gravity to this model, there is some constant (G ≤ 1)
multiplied onto any move along the z-direction, so
M = min(<
R1
3
,
2R2
3
, R3 > × < 1, 1, G >) (2.2.2)
where multiplication of arrays is done component-wise. Thus it is easy to combine
the different models, since we only need to multiply their components. The models
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that we are using are partitioned into Table 1.
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Table 1
Model 1: Base Model
Model 2: Base Model + Gravity
Model 3: Base Model + Local Velocity Following Model
Model 4: Base Model + Local Center of Mass Model
Model 5: Base Model + Gravity + Local Velocity Following Model
Model 6: Base Model + Gravity + Local Center of Mass Model
Model 7: Base Model + Local Velocity Following Model + Local COM Model
(compound)
Model 8: All four rules
3. THEORY
3.0.1 Swarming
As noted before, a complex system is defined by the fact that an emergent
property arises from the collective behavior of the individuals. We are defining a fly
swarm to be swarming, or in a swarm state if an emergent property is present. This
emergent property is a relative cohesiveness as a whole and a fly density that scales
appropriately as individuals are added to the system. We consider that an appro-
priate scaling is that the flies are close enough to undergo their biological purpose
of swarming but not becoming so tightly packed as to have collisions. Being able to
quantitatively show when a swarm is in a swarm state or not is the overarching goal of
the research. Thankfully, Douglas H. Kelley and Nicholas T. Ouellette studied actual
flies in the lab1 with high speed cameras, tracking the dynamics of the fly system to
gather data for the swarm. They found the relation
< r >∝ N 13 (3.0.1)
Where < r > is the average radius and N is the number of flies within the
system. What this formula says is that
N = k < r >3 (3.0.2)
where k is some proportionality constant. This can be rewritten to show that
N
< r >3
= k (3.0.3)
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hence the density of flies is constant for all systems that are swarming.
To calculate the average radius of the system, we start with the following
formula:
< r >t=
1
N
N∑
f=1
√
(xf − xc)2 + (yf − yc)2 + (zf − zc)2 (3.0.4)
where subscripts f denote the coordinate of the current fly being checked and
the subscript c denotes the coordinate of the current center of mass of the system.
The subscript t represents that this is the average radius at timestep t. To compare
for long term, we will then take the mean of these values over every time step
< r >=
1
T
T∑
t=1
< r >t . (3.0.5)
This value for < r > gives us the overall average radius averaged over both
flies and time in one whole run (iteration). Each iteration, we increase the number of
flies within the system and then can compare the effect that an increase in individuals
has on < r > to see if the power law relationship found by Kelley and Ouellette1 exists.
We looked at some other properties of the system, such as the diffusion, polarization1,
and the asymmetry as a function of swarm size5, as discussed below.
3.1 Diffusion
We wanted to look at how much the flies diffuse outward to give us an idea
of the dynamics of the system. We monitor the average (r − ro)2 of the flies to
gauge which models are the most/least mobile and this can tell us something about
the cohesiveness, provided the center of mass isn’t changing much. Here, ro is the
initial position of the fly, thus a constant value for the particular fly. For models that
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are non-cohesive, (r − ro)2 will continue to rise, since there is nothing keeping them
together. We assume a swarm-state will have a plateaued diffusion rate once they
become cohesive. This differs from the average radius, which is a measure of how
cohesive the swarm is about its own center of mass. Generally speaking, however,
the flies moving from their initial position is a good indicator of the diffusion of the
system as a whole because the center of mass often does not move much. The total
diffusion at time to is calculated as
D(to) =
N∑
n=1
(rn(to)− rn(0))2. (3.1.1)
3.2 Polarization
While the diffusion helps us to see whether or not the flies are moving co-
hesively or spreading apart, this is not enough to be able to quantify the complete
system motion. We also wanted to see how aligned the flies’ velocities are by mea-
suring the polarization(equation 3.2.1). Polarization is the quantifiable value of how
in-tune the directions of motions are within a system. For example, in bird flocks
where the birds tend to fly in the same direction, there is a polarization of about 1,
while less ordered systems have a polarization closer to 0. The Ouellette-Kelley group
found that fly swarms in the lab have a polarization of about 0.251. Polarization is
calculated as
Φ =
∣∣∣ 1
N
N∑
n=1
~vn
vn
∣∣∣ (3.2.1)
where ~vn is the velocity vector of fly n and vn is the magnitude of the vector.
So, we can sum up the unit vectors to gauge how ‘in line’ their directions are, since
it is normalized by 1
N
.
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3.3 Asymmetry
Asymmetry is the final property we measure in the models. The Gorbonos
group5 found that in real swarms, the z-direction differs from the x and y, this is
attributed to Earth’s gravitational pull. They found that this influence is seen more
strongly in larger swarms so asymmetry grows as a function of swarm radius. We
calculated the asymmetry using similar methods to the Gorbonos group, by measuring
the ratio of the total moment of inertia about each axis5. Each moment of inertia is
denoted as Ik for k = (x, y, z) and defined as:
Ik =
N∑
n=1
m(kn − ko)2 (3.3.1)
where, m is the ‘mass’ which we define as 1. The moment of inertia tells
us the weighted distance about each axis of rotation (cartesian axes). We expect
the Ix
Iy
value to be nearly 1, since the x and y directions should be equivalent. We
compare our data of Iz
Ix
with Gorbonos’ findings. Since we look at both individual
runs and averages over many runs, we can get the general trend without missing out
on possibly interesting individual events.
To make sure that the gravity is making the swarm asymmetric in the z-
direction as we hope, we know that we want to look at the inertia ratios of Z and X,
where the inertia is calculated by
IZ =
N∑
n=1
m(Zn − Zo)2 (3.3.2)
from equation 3.3.1. Zo is the Z component of the center of mass, which is calculated
by
COM(x, y, z) = (
1
N
N∑
n=1
Xn,
1
N
N∑
n=1
Yn,
1
N
N∑
n=1
Zn) (3.3.3)
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this can in turn be simplified as
COM(x, y, z) =
1
N
(
N∑
n=1
Xn,
N∑
n=1
Yn,
N∑
n=1
Zn) =
1
N
(Xo, Yo, Zo) (3.3.4)
so
IZ = N
( N∑
n=1
(Zn)− 1
N
N∑
n=1
N∑
n=1
(Zo)
)
(3.3.5)
since mass is one, so summed over all flies gives us N. Note that
∑N
n=1(Zo) will result
in a constant, the total z-distance from all flies, and summing over a constant C from
1 to N gives us NC so the equation simplifies to
IZ = N
( N∑
n=1
(Zn)−
N∑
n=1
(Zo)
)
(3.3.6)
We can do this for all three Cartesian coordinates and then look at the ratios.
We expect
Ix
Iy
≈ 1 (3.3.7)
as stated earlier, and any inertia ratio pertaining to the z-coordinate should show
signs of asymmetry, if the gravity rule is added to the model.
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Our goal is to quantify what the system of flies is doing for each model.
Therefore we first look at three main properties that describe the behaviors fairly well:
diffusion of the flies from their original position, to measure how cohesive the system
is; the polarization of the system, to measure how “in tune” the flies’ movements
are; and the asymmetry in the z-direction (parallel to gravity), to make sure that the
gravity adjustment is creating a desired asymmetry.
In addition to the models we are using, the other vital tools in the models
include the initial density, which is determined by the value L. This sets the maximum
x, y, and z coordinate that each fly can be initialized on. So, having a low L means
the flies all start much closer and have a high initial density and the opposite is true
for a large L. We also have the flies contained within a box, by disallowing any move
that would put the fly outside the set wall. The flies cannot move outside the set box
to create laboratory-based environmental boundary conditions. We consider these
properties for three system sizes: N (number of flies).
4.1 Diffusion
We begin by considering the diffusion of flies in our different models. The
base model (Model 1) is used as a reference; we are sure this model is in a non-swarm
state. Notice that since the flies do not interact with one another, there cannot be
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an emergent property. Figure 4.1 shows typical diffusion results for Model 1.
Fig. 4.1: Diffusion of the base model shows a typical diffusion of random walkers
Since the base model is just random walkers that cannot occupy the same
lattice space, this model provides a baseline for comparing other results. It is a
good representation for what a non-swarming collection of flies is. We notice that the
smaller systems diffuse more because there are more movement choices and anticipate
that adding gravity would not have a strong effect on the diffusion rate, which is shown
in Figure 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2: Diffusion rate for the base model with gravity.
There is little difference between Figures 4.1 and 4.2 because the addition of
gravity only increases the chances of moving up or down equally. This addition to
the move select process will not result in a notable change in diffusion rates. In the
local velocity following model, model 3, we expect that the flies diffuse even more
quickly than in the base model. This behavior can be seen in Figure 4.3; we believe
this enhanced diffusion occurs because the flies tend to follow each other outward and
the system diffuses more quickly.
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Fig. 4.3: Diffusion rate of flies in the local velocity following model.
We expected to see this increased diffusion because we theorized that the local
velocity following model will enhance the movement effects of the other models. If the
flies are diffusing outward, the local velocity following model increases the likelihood
of neighboring flies also diffusing. In the local center of mass model, we anticipated
that the flies would diffuse much more slowly, since they are drawn to one another.
Figure 4.4 shows this relationship, noting that this effect is stronger in the larger
system sizes.
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Fig. 4.4: Diffusion rate for the local center of mass model
Since the flies are pulled to one another more strongly when there are more
flies, the more populated swarms are more cohesive. Local center of mass systems
diffuse more slowly when there are more flies within any given fly’s range. Considering
the local velocity following model with the addition of gravity, we expect that it will
resemble the data from Figure 4.3, with a slight decrease in diffusion. Figure 4.5
shows exactly this, further enforcing the idea that gravity added to any model will
have this weak effect on the diffusion of the model.
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Fig. 4.5: Diffusion rate of local velocity following model with gravity.
Similarly to adding gravity to the base model, the addition of gravity to the
local velocity following model only slightly decreases the rate that the flies diffuse.
This is attributed to the flies selecting x and y moves less frequently. We anticipated
that adding gravity to the local center of mass model would have the same effect.
Thus we anticipated Figure 4.6 would resemble Figure 4.4 with slower diffusion.
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Fig. 4.6: Diffusion rate of local center of mass model with gravity
Again our intuition holds true about the gravity addition to any of our models.
Combining the two local models, local center of mass and local velocity following, we
anticipated it would be similar to the local center of mass with a stronger cohesiveness.
The local velocity averaging model increases the likelihood of flies moving toward one
another, initiated by the local center of mass model. We see in Figure 4.7 that this
is the case.
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Fig. 4.7: Diffusion rate of local center of mass/local velocity following models.
Model 7 resembles model 4 (local center of mass) except with the rate of
diffusion decreased because of the local velocity following model. The local velocity
following model has the effect of enhancing the effect of the other rules, since the flies
tend to follow one another, just as we predicted. Adding gravity to models up to this
point has been uninteresting when looking at diffusion, since it always has a weak
effect on the model’s diffusion. Figure 4.8 shows the addition of gravity to the local
center of mass/local velocity following model.
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Fig. 4.8: Diffusion rate of Local Center of Mass/Local Velocity models with Gravity
The addition of gravity to the compound model (model 7) has little effect
on the model, likely due to both local velocity and center of mass weightings taking
precedence. We also see in Figure 4.8 that model 8 is the least diffusive model. In
addition to diffusion, we also wanted to make sure that the flies are polarized similarly
to those found naturally.
4.2 Polarization
Each model shows a polarization within the range of values shown by the
Kelley-Ouellette group with the only exception from the Local Velocity models. In
that case, the number of flies is independent of the polarization values. Figure 4.9
is representative of all models, so there was little new information given by these
plots. Indeed, we will just note that our models are similar in polarization to that of
experiment and thus resemble reality when it comes to the polarization of the swarm.
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The polarization sits around 0.2 and has a weak dependence on the number of flies
present as seen in Figure 4.9.
Fig. 4.9: Polarization of Local Center of Mass/Local Velocity
4.3 Asymmetry vs Swarm Size (Swarm Radius)
We know that for all of the models with gravity, any inertia ratio which
includes Iz should deviate from 1. Gorbonos et. al. found that swarms with greater
radii (denoted as swarm size) have more asymmetry, and smaller swarms are much
more spherical. Figure 4.10 shows the base model’s asymmetry vs swarm radius,
which without any directional preference should be, on average, 1 (black line).
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Fig. 4.10: Inertia as a function of swarm radius for the base model.
For the base model, we see that regardless of the size of the swarm, the inertia
values including the z-axis are around 1 for all system sizes (N). Adding gravity to
the base model, as seen in Figure 4.11, should cause an asymmetry.
Fig. 4.11: Inertia as a function of swarm radius for the base model with gravity.
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Adding gravity to the previous model caused the asymmetry to rise, as we
would expect. However this effect is seen predominantly in the medium-sized swarms,
while large and small swarms maintain asymmetry values close to 1. Local velocity
following model, seen in Figure 4.12, does not have a gravity addition and thus should
have an average asymmetry of 1.
Fig. 4.12: Inertia as a function of swarm radius for the local velocity following model.
Because there is no gravity in this model, the asymmetry is nearly one. The
asymmetry is very similar to that of model 1; note that the local velocity following
model allows for larger swarm sizes, so the scales are different but both cases have
asymmetry centered around 1. We expect that since the local center of mass model
does not have gravity added, it should also follow the trend of the non-gravity models
by being centered around 1. Figure 4.13 shows the results from this test.
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Fig. 4.13: Inertia as a function of swarm radius for the local center of mass model.
We see that the systems of fewer flies are stretched more, because the smaller
systems diffuse more and thus have greater radii. The particular shapes are unin-
teresting, though, because on different runs they were different, but the dependency
on N was consistent. The largest system size does show an increase in asymmetry
with swarm radius. Because of the local center of mass models being more strongly
dependent on the system size. The three cases all tend to be around the line of Z=1,
though. We anticipate that adding gravity to a model should cause an increase in
z-asymmetry, but not have a drastic change in their shape. We see in Figure 4.14
that this is the case; adding gravity to the local velocity following seems to simply
raise the average values of z-asymmetry above 1.
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Fig. 4.14: Inertia as a function of swarm radius for the local velocity following model with
Gravity.
As we would expect, model 5 resembles model 3, just shifted up with more
asymmetry due to the addition of gravity. Figure 4.15 shows the local center of mass
model with gravity.
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Fig. 4.15: Inertia as a function of swarm radius for the Local Center of Mass model with
Gravity.
The addition of gravity to the local center of mass model more strongly af-
fected the smaller systems, predominantly N=20. Similar to model 4, shown in figure
4.13 the local center of mass causes smaller system sizes to reach greater radii. For
the smaller systems the local center of mass rule became less dominant and thus the
systems became more asymmetric. Figure 4.16 shows the z-asymmetry for the local
center of mass/local velocity following model.
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Fig. 4.16: Inertia as a function of swarm radius for the local center of mass/local velocity
following model.
The combination of local center of mass and neighbor velocity models resulted
in asymmetry that is more sporadic in smaller system sizes and more ordered in larger
system sizes. The results of adding gravity to the local center of mass/local velocity
following model is shown in Figure 4.17.
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Fig. 4.17: Inertia as a function of swarm radius for the Local Center of Mass/Local Velocity
model with Gravity.
The asymmetry attributed to gravity is visible as each of the system sizes
show values that deviate from 1 much more strongly than in figure 4.16. Strangely,
the most asymmetric systems in this model were the smallest. which is the opposite
of what is hinted at by Gorbonos et. al.
4.4 Average Radius vs System Size
To probe the relationship between the number of flies and the average radius,
we narrowed the models by only considering those with gravity. We looked at base
model (Model 2), local center of mass (Model 6), local velocity following model (Model
5), and the combination of local center of mass and local velocity following (Model
8). To test this relation, we looked at the log-log plot so that the slope will give us
the power law.
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Fig. 4.18: Log plot of < r > vs N for the base model.
Figure 4.18 shows the results of how the swarm size responds to additional
flies in the base model. In the base model we saw that the slope, which represents the
power law, is very small. Density in the base model is not kept constant as more flies
are added to the system, as Kelley and Ouellette describe in their experiments.7 We
expected this because the base model is our control for a non-swarming model. For
the local center of mass model, seen in Figure 4.19, we anticipated that there would
be a steeper slope, to show that the swarm better adapts to additional flies.
Fig. 4.19: Log plot of < r > vs N for the Local Center of Mass model.
In the Local Center of Mass model, the slope is comparable to that of the
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base model. The results for the local center of mass model showed that there is even
a slightly weaker density scaling than even the base model. Figure 4.20 shows the
results for the local velocity following model.
Fig. 4.20: Log plot of < r > vs N for the Local Velocity model.
As with figures 4.18 and 4.19, we found that there is not a density consistency
as flies are added to the system. We were not sure what to predict for model 8, as
the individual models (local center of mass and local velocity following) didn’t show
a drastic difference in slope. Figure 4.21 shows that for model 8, there is a jump in
order of magnitude, leading to a much more suitable model for the relation between
average radius and system size.
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Fig. 4.21: Log plot of < r > vs N for the Local Velocity/Local Center of Mass model.
When we combined the local center of mass and local velocity models we found
that the slope increased by an order of magnitude. This means that the addition of
a fly to the system has a drastically smaller affect on the density of the swarm than
in the other models. While we found that there is a slight power law dependence
for models 2, 5, and 6, for model 8 (local center of mass, gravity, and local velocity
following models), there is an order of magnitude difference in the power, which is
very interesting that the models have such synergy. This jump in slope corresponds
to the system’s ability to scale to the addition of flies much more efficiently than in
the other models and thus the density of the system is changed much less drastically.
While there is fluctuation within the graphs, the general slope remains very similar
on different runs. We see that the model that appears to deviate the most from the
others is model 8, with both neighbor velocity seeking as well as local center of mass
seeking.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In the search for a quantitative description for swarming, we found that the
model which best matched reality was model 8 (local center of mass, local velocity
following, and gravity models) as the scaling properties with system size were most
similar to the findings of experimental groups1. A slow diffusion rate confirms the
observation of the simulation that the flies did not simply diffuse outward, but rather
stayed more closely with one another, as we would expect in a real fly swarm. The
global center of mass model, as well as the center of mass velocity model were quickly
ruled out because they appeared, both visually and in the data, more artificial and
forced. Regardless of how far away the flies start from each other initially, the global
center of mass model always results in them coming together, which is unrealistic.
The local versions of both center of mass and velocity seemed to produce more natural
motion. This suggests that, at least in the case of our models, the flies’ perception
of distance is relatively small. It is still possible that they move based on the air
vibrations from the other flies’ wings, but likely only detect the high intensity wave
fronts which only result from nearby flies, since the sound wave dissipates as it travels.
The unique scaling effect, shown in figure 4.18 of model 8 must arise as a synergistic
combination of a fly moving toward its neighbors as well as along with them.
It would be interesting for the relationship between vibration intensity and fly
response to be tested more thoroughly and compared to my, as well as other groups’,
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findings on the response of flies to their surroundings. While we found which of our
models best fits the data we were comparing to, we were unable to definitively give a
quantitative definition of swarming. Perhaps the scaling with respect to the number
of individuals is the indication of swarming, in which case future research could test
this with a model that is assumed to be swarming and compare to a model that is
the control group for non-swarm state. If the results are similar to ours, this would
show that it is not a single-case and that perhaps the scaling property is, in fact, the
best quantitative definition of swarming in the case of flies, and perhaps all complex
systems have some form of scaling with respect to the number of individuals present
in the system.
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7. CODE
7. Code 43
%Gravity Inc luded in Z−d i r e c t i o n
c l e a r a l l c l c
t i c
v ideooo = 0 ; % 1 f o r video , 0 f o r no video
DistbwFl ie s = 0 ; %1 f o r d i s t c a l c u l a t i o n s , 0 f o r no ( run more
qu i ck ly )
i f v ideooo == 1
% VIDEO STUFF REMOVE
% video wr i t i ng s t u f f
wr i terObj = VideoWriter ( ’ n o n a f f i n i t y . avi ’ ) ;
wr i terObj . FrameRate = 35 ;
open ( writerObj ) ;
end
NFLIES = ( 5 : 5 : 1 5 0 ) ;%Changing system s i z e array
LR = ( 1 : 1 : l ength (NFLIES) ) ;% i n i t i a l i z e array f o r l o c a l c en t e r
o f mass
f o r IT = 1 : l ength (NFLIES)%Loop f o r changing system s i z e
need to move = [ ] ;
L = 20 ; %i n i t i a l dens i ty
%n f l i e s = NFLIES( IT ) ; %For comparing systems with d i f f e r e n t
amount o f f l i e s
7. Code 44
n f l i e s = NFLIES( IT ) ; %number o f f l i e s
ns teps = 100 ; % Number o f s t ep s f o r each i t e r a t i o n s
Wall = 200 ; %boundary
l o c a l r a n g e = LR( IT ) ; %Changing Local Range
% I f watching s imulat ion , only do one i t e r a t i o n
i f v ideooo == 1
n i t e r a t i o n s = 1 ; % Number o f i t e r a t i o n s
e l s e
n i t e r a t i o n s = 20 ;
end
save data = 0 ; % Yes − 1 or No − 0
% I n i t i a l i z e Var i ab l e s
time = 0 : 1 : nsteps−1;% c r e a t e array o f time f o r p l o t
time = time ’ ;
p o s i t i o n = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , 3 , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ; % Dimensions :
X Pos | Y Pos | Z Pos | Time | I t e r a t i o n
ve lo = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;% i n i t i a l i z e v e l o c i t y
f o r i t e r a t i o n = 1 : n i t e r a t i o n s % Generate i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n s
f o r each i t e r a t i o n
[ i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n ] = ThreeD gen (L , n f l i e s ) ; % Generates i n i t a l
p o s i t i o n s and get n f l i e s
7. Code 45
p o s i t i o n ( : , : , 1 , i t e r a t i o n ) = i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n ;% i n i t i a l i z e
p o s i t i o n
need to move ( 1 , : , 1 , i t e r a t i o n ) = 1 : 1 : n f l i e s ;
end
f l a g = 0 ;
% VIDEO STUFF REMOVE WHEN NITERATIONS > 1
% p l o t t i n g i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n s o f f l i e s
i f v ideooo == 1
f i g u r e (1 )
p lo t3 ( p o s i t i o n ( : , 1 , 1 , 1 ) , p o s i t i o n ( : , 2 , 1 , 1 ) , p o s i t i o n ( : , 3 , 1 , 1 )
, ’∗ r ’ ) ;
a x i s ([−20 20 −20 20 −20 2 0 ] ) ;
%a x i s ([−Wall Wall −Wall Wall −Wall Wall ] ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ nextp lot ’ , ’ r e p l a c e c h i l d r e n ’ ) ;
s e t ( gcf , ’ Renderer ’ , ’ zbu f f e r ’ ) ;
g r i d on ;
box on ;
end
%I n i t i a l i z e a r rays f o r speed
DifFrmCoM = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
GCx = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
GCy = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
7. Code 46
GCz = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Cr = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
XChange = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
YChange = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
ZChange = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Vmag = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
CofM Shift = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
O prime = ze ro s ( n i t e r a t i o n s , 3 ) ;
XcDif f2 = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
YcDif f2 = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
ZcDi f f2 = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
DifCoM = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
DC = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
Ine r t i a Gx = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
Ine r t i a Gy = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
I n e r t i a Gz = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
Inertia SumX = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Inertia SumY = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Inert ia SumZ = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
InertiaSumXY = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
InertiaSumYZ = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
InertiaSumXZ = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iX = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
iY = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
iZ = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
7. Code 47
i n e r t i a 2 = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Ave in e r t i a2 = ze ro s (1 , ns teps ) ;
iSumX = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iSumY = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iSumZ = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iXY = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iXZ = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iYX = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iYZ = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iZX = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iZY = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
iXDi f f 2 = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
iYDi f f 2 = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
i Z D i f f 2 = ze ro s (1 , n f l i e s ) ;
r ad iu s = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , ns teps ) ;
Volume = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Density = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
CenterVeloMag = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
dVolume = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Po lar izat ionMagnitude = ze ro s ( nsteps , 1 ) ;
XChangeTotal = ze ro s (1 , ns teps ) ;
YChangeTotal = ze ro s (1 , ns teps ) ;
ZChangeTotal = ze ro s (1 , ns teps ) ;
R s = ze ro s ( nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Dist = ze ro s ( nsteps , n f l i e s , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
7. Code 48
Cx = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Cy = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Cz = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Rx = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Ry = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
Rz = ze ro s ( n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
f o r i t e r a t i o n = 1 : n i t e r a t i o n s
% Move F l i e s
f o r s ec = 2 : l ength ( time )%t imestep
need to move = 1 : 1 : n f l i e s ; % I n i t i a l i z e need to move array
p o s i t i o n ( : , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = p o s i t i o n ( : , : , sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ;
% Copy over prev ious times ’ f i n a l p o s i t i o n s
whi l e isempty ( need to move ) == 0 % changed t h i s l i n e
to a whi l e statement so that random f l i e s cont inue to
move u n t i l a l l have moved
r2 = 0 ; % I n i t i a l i z e r−squared
f l y = need to move ( randi ( l ength ( need to move ) ) ) ; % Randomly
s e l e c t f l y
c l e a r temp remove
c u r r e n t p o s i t i o n = p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ; % Declare
cur r ent p o s i t i o n
ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = randi (2 )+1 ;%random v e l o c i t y o f 2−3
%moves = [ ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 , 0 ; −ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 , 0 ; 0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,0;0 ,− ve lo ( f l y , sec
7. Code 49
, i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 ; 0 ,0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−1; 0 ,0 ,− ve lo (
f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) +1; ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , ve l o ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ,0;− ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , ve l o ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 ; ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,−ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ,0;− ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,−ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 ; ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n )−1;−ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n )−1; ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,0 ,− ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n )+1;−ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,0 ,− ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) +1;0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , ve l o ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n )−1;0,− ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , ve l o ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) −1;0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,−ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) +1;0,− ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,−ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) +1] ; % Up, Down, Left , Right , Forward , Backward ,
e t c
moves = [ ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 , 0 ; −ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n
) , 0 , 0 ; 0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,0;0 ,− ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 ; 0 ,0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ; 0 ,0 ,− ve lo ( f l y ,
sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ] ;
%moves = [ ve lo ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 , 0 ; −ve lo ( f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 , 0 ; 0 , ve l o ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,0;0 ,− ve lo ( f l y , sec
, i t e r a t i o n ) , 0 ; 0 , 0 , 2 ; 0 ,0 ,−3] ;
Moves = length ( moves ) ;%how many moves are the re ?
potent ia l moves = ze ro s (Moves , 3 , n f l i e s , nsteps , n i t e r a t i o n s ) ; %
7. Code 50
Dimensions : X Pos | Y Pos | Fly | Time | I t e r a t i o n
%I n i t i a l i z e i n d i v i d u a l coo rd inate movements
%p o t e n t i a l moves in each d i r e c t i o n :
xp = ze ro s (1 , Moves ) ;
yp = ze ro s (1 , Moves ) ;
zp = ze ro s (1 , Moves ) ;
temp = ze ro s (Moves , 3 ) ;
%g l o b a l c en te r o f mass
GCx( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( p o s i t i o n ( : , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) / n f l i e s
;%x cente r o f mass
GCy( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( p o s i t i o n ( : , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) / n f l i e s
;%y cente r o f mass
GCz( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( p o s i t i o n ( : , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) / n f l i e s
;%z cente r o f mass
Cr ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = s q r t (GCx( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) . ˆ2 + GCy( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) . ˆ2 + GCz( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) . ˆ 2 ) ; %Distance o f CofM
from o r i g i n
CofM Shift ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = (GCx( sec , i t e r a t i o n )− GCx(2 ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ2 + (GCy( sec , i t e r a t i o n )− GCy(2 , i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ2
+ (GCz( sec , i t e r a t i o n )− GCz(2 , i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 2 ;
O prime ( i t e r a t i o n , : ) = [GCx(2 , i t e r a t i o n ) ,GCy(2 , i t e r a t i o n ) ,GCz
(2 , i t e r a t i o n ) ] ;% o r i g i n based on f i r s t COM
%Rela t i v e Center o f Mass (COM) Ca l cu la t i on
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count = 0 ;
f o r e = 1 : n f l i e s
%c a l c u l a t e r e l a t i v e COM based o f f other f l i e s that are with in
a
%c e r t a i n range . . . what i s an appro r i a t e range ?
around ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = s q r t ( ( p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 1 , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( e , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ2 + ( p o s i t i o n ( f l y
, 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( e , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ2 + (
p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( e , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) )
. ˆ 2 ) ;
i f around ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) <= l o c a l r a n g e%i t should a l s o
count i t s e l f
count = count +1;
Rx( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Rx( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) + p o s i t i o n ( e , 1 ,
sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;%x COM coord
Ry( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Ry( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) + p o s i t i o n ( e , 2 ,
sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;%y COM coord
Rz( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Rz( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) + p o s i t i o n ( e , 3 ,
sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;%z COM coord
e l s e
%e s s e n t i a l l y don ’ t do anything
Rx( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Rx( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
Ry( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Ry( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
Rz( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Rz( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
end
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%note : i f no f l i e s around the f l y , COM = it ’ s own p o s i t i o n
Cx( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Rx( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) / count ;%x cente r
o f mass
Cy( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Ry( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) / count ;%y cente r
o f mass
Cz( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Rz( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) / count ;%z cente r
o f mass
end
f o r i = 1 : s i z e ( moves , 1 ) % Determine each p o t e n t i a l move
potent ia l moves ( i , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = c u r r e n t p o s i t i o n +
moves ( i , : ) ;
%Boundary Condit ions
i f abs ( potent ia l moves ( i , 1 , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) > Wall
potent ia l moves ( i , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = NaN;
e l s e
potent ia l moves ( i , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = potent ia l moves ( i , : ,
f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
end
i f abs ( potent ia l moves ( i , 2 , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) > Wall
potent ia l moves ( i , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = NaN;
e l s e
potent ia l moves ( i , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = potent ia l moves ( i , : ,
f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
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end
i f abs ( potent ia l moves ( i , 3 , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) > Wall
potent ia l moves ( i , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = NaN;
e l s e
potent ia l moves ( i , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = potent ia l moves ( i , : ,
f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
end
end
[C, ia , ib ] = my in t e r s e c t ( potent ia l moves ( : , : , f l y , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) , p o s i t i o n ( : , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
% C i s a Nx2 array conta in ing N occupied spot s
% i a i s a NX1 array conta in ing N row numbers in
potent ia l moves
% that are a l r eady occupied ( over lap with p o s i t i o n
% rows )
% ib i s a 1XNarray conta in ing N row numbers in p o s i t i o n
% that might be occupied in the fu tu r e ( over lap with
% potent ia l moves rows )
i f isempty ( i a ) == 0 % I f the re are spot s that are occupied
potent ia l moves ( ia , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = NaN; % Mark
ocuppied spot s as NaN
end
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temp = potent ia l moves ( : , : , f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ; % Index f l y ’ s
p o t e n t i a l moves
remove = [ ] ;
[ remove ] = f i n d ( i snan ( temp ( : , 1 ) ) ) ; % S e l e c t rows moves from
temp that need to be c l e a r e d
nmoves = s i z e ( temp , 1 ) ; % Index number o f moves
d i s = ze ro s (1 , nmoves ) ;
d i s 2 = ze ro s (1 , nmoves ) ;
Cap = ze ro s (1 , nmoves ) ;
i f nmoves > 1 % I f the re i s more than one move
f o r Fly = 1 : n f l i e s
XcDif f2 ( Fly , s ec ) = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCx( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 2 ; %How f a r x p o s i t i o n i s from Center o f mass
x
YcDif f2 ( Fly , s ec ) = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCy( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 2 ; %How f a r y p o s i t i o n i s from Center o f mass
y
ZcDi f f2 ( Fly , s ec ) = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCz( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 2 ;
DifFrmCoM( Fly , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) =s q r t ( XcDif f2 ( Fly , s e c ) + YcDif f2
( Fly , s e c ) + ZcDi f f2 ( Fly , s ec ) ) ; %How f a r the f l y i s from
cente r o f mass
% ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
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∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
%I n i t i a l i a l va lue s f o r i n e r t i a measurements
i n i c en tdx = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−O prime (1) ) . ˆ 2 ; %
How f a r x p o s i t i o n i s from i n i t i a l xCOM
in i c en tdy = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−O prime (2) ) . ˆ 2 ; %
How f a r y p o s i t i o n i s from i n i t i a l yCOM
i n i c e n t d z = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−O prime (3) ) . ˆ 2 ; %
How f a r z p o s i t i o n i s from i n i t i a l zCOM
DifCoM( Fly ) = s q r t ( i n i c en tdx + in i c en tdy + i n i c e n t d z ) ; %
magnitude
DC( Fly ) = DifCoM( Fly ) ˆ2 ; %squared magnitude
%I n e r t i a
Ine r t i a Gx ( Fly ) = s q r t ( ZcDi f f2 ( Fly , s e c )+YcDif f2 ( Fly , s e c ) ) ;
Ine r t i a Gy ( Fly ) = s q r t ( XcDif f2 ( Fly , s ec )+ZcDi f f2 ( Fly , s e c ) ) ;
I n e r t i a Gz ( Fly ) = s q r t ( XcDif f2 ( Fly , s e c )+YcDif f2 ( Fly , s e c ) ) ;
Inertia SumX ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( Iner t i a Gx ) ;
Inertia SumY ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( Iner t i a Gy ) ;
Inert ia SumZ ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( Ine r t i a Gz ) ;
InertiaSumXY ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Inertia SumX ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) . /
Inertia SumY ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
InertiaSumYZ ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Inertia SumY ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) . /
Inert ia SumZ ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
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InertiaSumXZ ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Inertia SumX ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) . /
Inert ia SumZ ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
iX ( Fly ) = s q r t ( i n i c en tdy + i n i c e n t d z ) ;% i n e r t i a w/ x a x i s
iY ( Fly ) = s q r t ( i n i c en tdx + i n i c e n t d z ) ;% i n e r t i a w/ y a x i s
iZ ( Fly ) = s q r t ( i n i c en tdx + in i c en tdy ) ;% i n e r t i a w/ z a x i s
%from i n i t i a l COM
i n e r t i a 2 ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum(DC) ;
Ave in e r t i a2 ( s ec ) = sum( i n e r t i a 2 ( sec , : ) ) / n i t e r a t i o n s ;
iSumX( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( iX ) ;
iSumY( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( iY ) ;
iSumZ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( iZ ) ;
%I n e r t i a Rat ios
iXY( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = iSumX( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) /iSumY( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ;
iXZ ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = iSumX( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) /iSumZ( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ;
iYX( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = iSumY( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) /iSumX( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ;
iYZ ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = iSumY( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) /iSumZ( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ;
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iZX ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = iSumZ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) /iSumX( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ;
iZY ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = iSumZ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) /iSumY( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ;
%For i n e r t i a , need d i s tance−squared from i n i t i a l CofM
iXDi f f 2 ( Fly ) = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCx(2 , i t e r a t i o n
) ) . ˆ 2 ;
iYDi f f 2 ( Fly ) = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCy(2 , i t e r a t i o n
) ) . ˆ 2 ;
i Z D i f f 2 ( Fly ) = ( p o s i t i o n ( Fly , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCz(2 , i t e r a t i o n
) ) . ˆ 2 ;
end
% ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Art = [ ] ; % temporary array to i gno re s t r a g g l e r s
%igno r i ng f l i e s ou t s i d e o f scope o f swarm
Art = s o r t (DifFrmCoM ( : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
f o r a r t = 1 : l ength ( Art )
i f Art ( a r t ) > 2∗mean(DifFrmCoM ( : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) )
Art ( a r t ) = NaN;
end
end
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r i d = [ ] ;
[ din ] = f i n d ( i snan ( Art ) ) ;
Art ( din ) = [ ] ; %get r i d o f s t r a g g l e r s
f o r a = 1 : l ength ( Art )
Art2 (a , s ec ) = Art ( a ) ;
end
Art3 ( s ec ) = nnz ( Art2 ( : , s e c ) ) ; %how many nonzero [ how many
f l i e s in ac tua l swarm ]
f l u x ( sec ) = abs ( Art3 ( s ec )−Art3 ( sec−1) ) ; %how many f l i e s l e f t
or j o i n ed the ac tua l swarm ]
R s ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = (sum( Art ) ) /( n f l i e s ) ; %average rad iu s
%CenterMovement ( sec , : ) = [GCx( sec )−GCx( sec−1) ,GCy( sec )−GCy(
sec−1) ,GCz( sec )−GCz( sec−1) ] ;
% ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
G = ones (Moves , 1 ) ;
f o r j =1:nmoves
Newton = ones (Moves , 1 ) ; %re− i n i t i a l i z e a r rays
xp ( j ) = temp ( j , 1 ) ;%x coords o f p o t e n t i a l moves
yp ( j ) = temp ( j , 2 ) ;%y coords o f p o t e n t i a l moves
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zp ( j ) = temp ( j , 3 ) ;%z coords o f p o t e n t i a l moves
%Stud ie s show f l i e s tend to move in the z−d i r e c t i o n l e s s
%Weight on Center o f Mass Ve loc i ty ;
VelWt = 0 . 8 ; %weight ing put on movements towards cen te r o f
mass movement
CenterVelo = [ XChangeTotal ( sec−1) , YChangeTotal ( sec−1) ,
ZChangeTotal ( sec−1) ] ;
CenterVeloPos = [ abs ( XChangeTotal ( sec−1) ) , abs ( YChangeTotal (
sec−1) ) , abs ( ZChangeTotal ( sec−1) ) ] ;
[ Value , Index ] = max( abs ( CenterVelo ) ) ;
i f CenterVelo ( Index ) > 0 %I f the cent e r o f motion ’ s g r e a t e s t
d i r e c t i o n i s p o s i t i v e
%weight move towards g r e a t e s t motion in the same d i r e c t i o n
i f Index == 1
Newton (1 ) = Newton (1 ) ∗VelWt ; %F i r s t cho i c e i s +x
end
i f Index == 2
Newton (3 ) = Newton (3 ) ∗VelWt ; %Third cho i c e i s +y
end
i f Index == 3
Newton (5 ) = Newton (5 ) ∗VelWt ; %Fi f th cho i c e i s +z
end
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end
i f CenterVelo ( Index ) < 0
i f Index == 1
Newton (2 ) = Newton (2 ) ∗VelWt;%Second cho i c e i s −x
end
i f Index == 2
Newton (4 ) = Newton (4 ) ∗VelWt;% four th cho i c e i s −y
end
i f Index == 3
Newton (6 ) = Newton (6 ) ∗VelWt;% s i x t h cho i c e i s −z
end
end
Newton ( remove ) = NaN;
Cap( remove ) = NaN;
d i s ( j ) = s q r t ( ( xp ( j )−GCx( sec ) ) . ˆ2 + ( yp ( j )−GCy( sec ) ) .ˆ2+( zp ( j
)−GCy( sec ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;% d i s t anc e o f each p o t e n t i a l move from COM
dis2a ( j ) = d i s ( j ) . ∗ ( ( xp ( j )−GCx( sec ) ) . ˆ2 + ( yp ( j )−GCy( sec ) )
. ˆ 2 ) ; %d i s t imes d i s from z−a x i s f o r we ight ing f o r grav
%di s2a ( j ) = ( zp ( j )−GCz( sec ) )∗ s q r t ( ( yp ( j )−GCy( sec ) ) . ˆ2 + ( zp ( j
)−GCy( sec ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
d i s 2 ( j ) = d i s ( j ) ˆ2 ;
d i s r ( j ) = s q r t ( ( xp ( j )−Cx( f l y , s e c ) ) . ˆ2 + ( yp ( j )−Cy( f l y , s e c ) )
. ˆ2 + ( zp ( j )−Cz( f l y , s e c ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ; %r e l a t i v e cent e r o f mass
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weight ing
d i s r 2 ( j ) = ( ( xp ( j )−Cx( f l y , s e c ) ) . ˆ2 + ( yp ( j )−Cy( f l y , s e c ) ) . ˆ2 +
( zp ( j )−Cz( f l y , s e c ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ; %r e l a t i v e cent e r o f mass
we ight ing
i f Dis tbwFl ie s == 1
%Distance between f l i e s d i s t r i b u t i o n
F = 1 ;
i g = 1 ;
f o r i c = F : n f l i e s −1
f o r id = (F+1) : n f l i e s
Dist ( sec , ig , i t e r a t i o n ) = s q r t ( ( p o s i t i o n ( ic , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) −
p o s i t i o n ( id , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ˆ2 + ( p o s i t i o n ( ic , 2 , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( id , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ˆ2 + ( p o s i t i o n (
ic , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( id , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ˆ2) ;
i g = i g + 1 ;
end
F = F+1;
end
Count value = ( n f l i e s ) ∗( n f l i e s −1) /2 ; %number o f d i s t a n c e s
counted ( a l l above or below diagona l )
d i s t t o t ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( Dist ( sec , : , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
d i s t a v ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = d i s t t o t ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) / Count value ;
end
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% ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
%Attempting to weight toward ne ighbor ing motions
D = 1 ;
Nweight = 0 . 2 5 ; %weight ing toward neighbor d i r e c t i o n s
i f sec>1
Neigh = ones ( n f l i e s , l ength ( moves ) ) ;
f o r midge1 = D: n f l i e s −1
f o r midge2 = (D+1) : n f l i e s
i f l e ( abs ( p o s i t i o n ( midge1 , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( midge2 , 1 ,
sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ) ,2 ) %i f midge2 was ne ighbor ing in the x−
d i r e c t i o n
Checkx ( : ) = p o s i t i o n ( midge2 , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n (
midge2 , 1 , sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ; %check which way midge2 went
i f Checkx > 0 %i f ne ighbor moved up in the x
Neigh ( midge1 , 1 ) = Nweight∗Neigh ( midge1 , 1 ) ; %weight move 1 [ i .
e . p o s i t i v e x move ]
end
i f Checkx < 0 %i f ne ighbor moved down in the x
Neigh ( midge1 , 2 ) = Nweight∗Neigh ( midge1 , 2 ) ; %weight move 2 [ i .
e . negat ive x move ]
end
end
i f l e ( abs ( p o s i t i o n ( midge1 , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( midge2 , 2 ,
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sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ) ,2 ) %i f midge2 was ne ighbor ing in the y−
d i r e c t i o n
Checky = p o s i t i o n ( midge2 , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( midge2
, 2 , sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ; %check which way midge2 went
i f Checky > 0 %neighbor moved up in the y
Neigh ( midge1 , 3 ) = Nweight∗Neigh ( midge1 , 3 ) ;
end
i f Checky < 0 %i f ne ighbor moved down in the y
Neigh ( midge1 , 4 ) = Nweight∗Neigh ( midge1 , 4 ) ; %weight move 4 [ i .
e . negat ive y move ]
end
end
i f l e ( abs ( p o s i t i o n ( midge1 , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( midge2 , 3 ,
sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ) ,2 ) %i f midge2 was ne ighbor ing in the z−
d i r e c t i o n
Checkz = p o s i t i o n ( midge2 , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( midge2
, 3 , sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ; %check which way midge2 went
i f Checkz > 0 %neighbor moved up in the z
Neigh ( midge1 , 5 ) = Nweight∗Neigh ( midge1 , 5 ) ;
end
i f Checkz < 0 %i f ne ighbor moved down in the z
Neigh ( midge1 , 6 ) = Nweight∗Neigh ( midge1 , 6 ) ; %weight move 6 [ i .
e . negat ive z move ]
end
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end
end
D = D+1;
end
end
%i n e r t i a and cont inued motion o f f l i e s
move = p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) ;
ve ( f l y , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = norm(move) ;
%ve i s e s s e n t i a l l y the v e l o c i t y o f the l a s t move
Foreward Weight = 0 . 5 ; %more l i k e l y to cont inue d i r e c t i o n
Backwards Weight = 2 ; %much l e s s l i k e l y to turn back
immediately
%x
i f p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 1 , sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) > 0 %i f f l y moved +x l a s t turn
Newton (1 ) = Newton (1 ) ∗Foreward Weight ;
Newton (2 ) = Newton (2 ) ∗Backwards Weight ;
end
i f p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 1 , sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) > 0 %i f f l y moved +x l a s t turn
Newton (2 ) = Newton (2 ) ∗Foreward Weight ;
Newton (1 ) = Newton (1 ) ∗Backwards Weight ;
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end
%y
i f p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 2 , sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) > 0 %i f f l y moved +x l a s t turn
Newton (3 ) = Newton (3 ) ∗Foreward Weight ;
Newton (4 ) = Newton (4 ) ∗Backwards Weight ;
end
i f p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 2 , sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) > 0 %i f f l y moved +x l a s t turn
Newton (4 ) = Newton (4 ) ∗Foreward Weight ;
Newton (3 ) = Newton (3 ) ∗Backwards Weight ;
end
%z
i f p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 3 , sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) > 0 %i f f l y moved +x l a s t turn
Newton (5 ) = Newton (5 ) ∗Foreward Weight ;
Newton (6 ) = Newton (6 ) ∗Backwards Weight ;
end
i f p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 3 , sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) > 0 %i f f l y moved +x l a s t turn
Newton (6 ) = Newton (6 ) ∗Foreward Weight ;
Newton (5 ) = Newton (5 ) ∗Backwards Weight ;
end
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% ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Grav = [ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ] ; %grav i ty i n c r e a s e s chance o f z−
d i r e c t i o n a l c h o i c e s
ndr = (1/max( d i s r 2 ) ) ∗( d i s r 2 ( : ) . ’ ) ; %normal ize ” d i s r ”
G min = 0;%Lowest p o s s i b l e G value
G max = 1;% h ighe s t p o s s i b l e G value
G( j ) = (G max−G min) .∗ rand ( )+G min ; %Swarm randomness f a c t o r
G( remove ) = NaN;
Cap( j ) = G( j ) .∗Neigh ( f l y , j ) .∗ d i s2 ( j ) ; %determine which
weights to apply f o r move
end
[ v ,w]=min (Cap) ; %s e l e c t weighted random move
i f i snan ( temp ( : ) ) %I f f l y can ’ t move , don ’ t move
p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n )
;
e l s e
move se l e c t=w;% s e l e c t that move
p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = temp ( move se lect , : ) ; % Move
f l y
end
rad iu s ( f l y , s e c ) = s q r t ( ( p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCx( sec
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, i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ2 + ( p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCy( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ2 + ( p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−GCz( sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
rav ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( rad iu s ( : , s e c ) ) / n f l i e s ;
%P o l a r i z a t i o n Ca l cu l a t i on s
V = ze ro s (3 , n f l i e s ) ;
f o r FLI = 1 : n f l i e s
XChange(FLI , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = p o s i t i o n (FLI , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) −
p o s i t i o n (FLI , 1 , sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ;
YChange(FLI , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = p o s i t i o n (FLI , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) −
p o s i t i o n (FLI , 2 , sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ;
ZChange (FLI , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = p o s i t i o n (FLI , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) −
p o s i t i o n (FLI , 3 , sec −1, i t e r a t i o n ) ;
V( : , FLI ) = [ XChange(FLI , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ,YChange(FLI , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) , ZChange (FLI , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ] ;
Vmag( sec , FLI , i t e r a t i o n ) = s q r t (XChange(FLI , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) . ˆ2
+ YChange(FLI , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) . ˆ2 + ZChange (FLI , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
unitV ( : , FLI ) = V( : , FLI ) /Vmag( sec , FLI , i t e r a t i o n ) ;
end
P o l a r i z a t i o n = abs (1/ n f l i e s ∗ [ sum( unitV ( 1 , : ) ) , sum( unitV ( 2 , : ) ) ,
sum( unitV ( 3 , : ) ) ] ) ;
Po lar izat ionMagnitude ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = s q r t ( P o l a r i z a t i o n (1 )
ˆ2+ P o l a r i z a t i o n (2 )ˆ2+ P o l a r i z a t i o n (3 ) ˆ2) ;
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XChangeTotal ( s ec ) = sum(XChange ( : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
YChangeTotal ( s ec ) = sum(YChange ( : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
ZChangeTotal ( s ec ) = sum( ZChange ( : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
need to move ( need to move==f l y ) = [ ] ; % Remove f l y from need
to move l i s t
d i s = [ ] ; % r e s e t d i s t anc e f o r determining next f l y ’ s p o s i t i o n
a v d i s t = [ ] ;
we ight ing = [ ] ; % r e s e t weight ing f o r next f l y
e l s e i f nmoves == 1 % I f the re i s one move
p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = temp ; % Move f l y
need to move ( f i n d ( need to move==f l y ) ) = [ ] ; % Remove f l y from
need to move l i s t
e l s e
p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = p o s i t i o n ( f l y , : , sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) ; % Keep f l y at p o s i t i o n at prev ious time step
need to move ( need to move==f l y ) = [ ] ; % Remove f l y from need
to move l i s t
end
% Calcu la te s t u f f f o r d i f f u s i o n i f f l y moves
x d i f f 2 = ( p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 1 , 1 ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 2 ;
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y d i f f 2 = ( p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 2 , 1 ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 2 ;
z d i f f 2 = ( p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n )−p o s i t i o n ( f l y , 3 , 1 ,
i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 2 ;
r2 = r2 + x d i f f 2 + y d i f f 2 + z d i f f 2 ;
end
rx ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( p o s i t i o n ( : , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
ry ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( p o s i t i o n ( : , 2 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
r z ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = sum( p o s i t i o n ( : , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) ;
r2av ( sec , i t e r a t i o n )=r2 / n f l i e s ;
i f v ideooo == 1
% VIDEO WRITING STUFF REMOVE IF NITERATION > 1
swarm = plot3 ( p o s i t i o n ( : , 1 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , p o s i t i o n ( : , 2 , sec ,
i t e r a t i o n ) , p o s i t i o n ( : , 3 , sec , i t e r a t i o n ) , ’∗k ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( s p r i n t f ( [ ’ Time : ’ , num2str ( s ec ) ] ) ) ;
frame = getframe ;
wr iteVideo ( writerObj , frame ) ;
end
c a l c ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = max( Art ) ;
Volume ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = ( ( c a l c ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ; %
pr op o r t i o na l to r ˆ3
dVol ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) = Volume ( sec , i t e r a t i o n ) − Volume ( sec −1,
i t e r a t i o n ) ;
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end
prog r e s s = 100∗ i t e r a t i o n / n i t e r a t i o n s ;
av V = mean( dVol , 1 ) ;
i t e r a t i o n
p rog r e s s ;
av V ;
end
rav2 = mean( rav , 2 ) ;
Time = [ 1 : 1 : l ength (NFLIES) ] ;
av r2av ( : , IT ) = mean( r2av , 2 ) ; % Averages a l l r−squared
average va lue s
f i g u r e (60)
p l o t ( time , rav2 , ’− ’ )
hold on
RR( IT ) = mean( rav2 , 1 ) ;
end
f i g u r e (70)
hold on
p lo t (NFLIES ,RR, ’− ’ )
avRad = mean( av r2av , 1 ) ;
AveragePolo = mean( Polar izat ionMagnitude , 2 ) ;
f i g u r e (71)
hold on
p lo t ( l og (NFLIES) , l og (RR) , ’− ’) ;
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x l a b e l ( ’ Log (Number o f F l i e s ) ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ Log ( Average Radius ) ’ )
t i t l e ( ’ Local Ve loc i ty / Local Center o f Mass ’ )
f l u x (2 ) = 0 ;
ave V = mean( dVol , 2 ) ;
AveragePolo = mean( Polar izat ionMagnitude , 2 ) ;
R av = mean( R s , 2 ) ;
R = mean( R av , 1 ) ;
f i g u r e (100)
p l o t (LR, avRad , ’− ’ )
meaniXY = mean(iXY , 2 ) ;
meaniXZ = mean( iXZ , 2 ) ;
meaniYX = mean(iYX , 2 ) ;
meaniYZ = mean( iYZ , 2 ) ;
meaniZX = mean( iZX , 2 ) ;
meaniZY = mean( iZY , 2 ) ;
MEAN = mean( InertiaSumXZ , 2 ) ;
i f Di s tbwFl ie s == 1
avdi s = mean( d i s t av , 2 ) ;
end
runtime = toc ;
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% ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
STD P = std ( AveragePolo ) ;
STD D = std ( av r2av ) ;
STD I = std ( iXZ ) ;
STD IXZ = mean( STD I ) ;
i f save data == 1
% Save Data
d i r e c t o r y = [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ F l i e s ’ ] ;
mkdir ( d i r e c t o r y ) ;
save ( [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ f l i e s p o s i t i o n v 7 . 3 v2 . mat ’ ] , ’
po s i t i on ’ , ’−v7 . 3 ’ ) ; % Might be needed f o r n f l i e s > 800
save ( [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ f l i e s p o s i t i o n v 2 . mat ’ ] , ’ po s i t i on ’ ) ;
save ( [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ f l i e s a v r 2 a v v 2 . mat ’ ] , ’ av r2av ’ ) ;
save ( [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ f l i e s a v s l o p e v 2 . mat ’ ] , ’ av s lope ’ ) ;
save ( [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ f l i e s a v i n t e r c e p t v 2 . mat ’ ] , ’
av in t e r c ep t ’ ) ;
save ( [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ f l i e s a v r m s e v 2 . mat ’ ] , ’ av rmse ’ ) ;
save ( [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ f l i e s a v b e s t f i t v 2 . mat ’ ] , ’
a v b e s t f i t ’ ) ;
save ( [ num2str ( n f l i e s ) , ’ f l i e s d a t a v 2 . mat ’ ] , ’ data ’ ) ;
end
i f v ideooo == 1
c l o s e ( wr iterObj ) ;
end
